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Dear editor,
Selective sharing of encrypted documents with
other users makes the cloud storage system more
flexible and effective [1]. For safety reasons, data
owners use different keys to encrypt different docu-
ments. However, data owners need to distribute all
keys to the query users for data sharing. Similarly,
the query users must submit the same number of
trapdoors in order to complete search queries over
the entire encrypted documents. Key-aggregation
searchable encryption (KASE) cryptosystem was
proposed to solve the above problem. A KASE
scheme enables a data owner to share encrypted
documents with other query users by distributing
only a single aggregated searchable secret key, and
the authorized query user only needs to submit a
single trapdoor to the cloud server to perform key-
word search over the shared encrypted documents.

To facilitate encrypted data sharing, Bao et al.
proposed a multiple users searchable scheme in [2].
In this scheme, each user possesses a distinct se-
cret key and can search through all the encrypted
documents. Dong et al. [3] proposed a data shar-
ing scheme supporting keyword search based on
proxy cryptography. However, in these schemes, a
trusted party is assumed to be responsible for man-
aging the legitimate user’s keys. To enable autho-
rized keyword search, Li et al. [4] built an autho-
rized private-keyword search scheme by employ-
ing hierarchical predicate encryption. In the pro-

posed scheme, some trusted authorities stay on-
line to generate trapdoors for query users. Based
on ABE, Shi et al. [5] presented a more general
construction. In the scheme, the data owner could
identify the authorized query user by embedding
an access policy into the encrypted data, and the
query user can submit keyword search indepen-
dently. By using the technique of broadcast en-
cryption [6], Cui et al. [7] proposed the primitive
key-aggregation searchable encryption to solve the
problem. However, we found some security issues
in scheme [7]. By proposing the “collusion attack”,
we show that scheme [7] is not completely secure.

Collusion attack. First, we review the con-
struction of scheme [7]. Suppose a data owner has
n documents. The data owner publishes the sys-
tem public parameters

PP = (g, g1, g2, . . . , gn, gn+2, . . . , g2n).

For subset S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the data owner gen-
erates an aggregated searchable secret key by com-
puting

Kagg =
∏

j∈S

gaj .

This construction treats the aggregated key as a
simple combination of record-independent keys.
Obviously, it cannot resist the following collusion
attack:

(1) Suppose user A gets an aggregated search-
able secret keyKagg1

= (g1 ·g2)
a of documents sub-
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Table 1 Functionality comparison

[4] [5] [7] Our scheme

Key-aggregation authorization × × √ √

Autonomic query × × √ √

Collusion attack resistant
√ √ × √

Secret-key-extraction attack resistant
√ √ × √

set {1, 2}, and user B gets the aggregated search-
able secret key Kagg2

= (g3 · g4)
a of documents

subset {3, 4}.
(2) A and B can combine their aggregated

searchable secret keys to get the right to operate
on documents set S = {1, 2, 3, 4} by computing

Kagg1∧2
= Kagg1

·Kagg2
=
∏

j∈S

gaj .

As shown above, the authorized query user can
conspire to obtain additional rights.

Our contribution. We propose a secure search-
able encryption scheme which supports key-
aggregation authorization. With a traditional
method, to authorize keyword search right to a
user for documents encrypted by different keys,
data owner must allocate the same number of
keys, which leads to high communication costs.
However, in our scheme, we achieve authoriza-
tion by allocating an aggregated searchable secret
key. Our scheme supports autonomic query by dis-
tributing searchable secret keys to query users, so
that the query users could generate trapdoors for
any keyword by themselves. Our scheme is col-
lusion attack resistant, that is, query users can-
not conspire to obtain additional rights. Further-
more, our scheme is secret-key-extraction attack
resistant, that is, an adversary cannot extract the
secret key from a valid trapdoor. Using the “ag-
gregation” technology, the sizes of searchable se-
cret key and trapdoor are constant in scheme [7]
and our scheme. Compared with [7], our new sys-
tem only sacrifices tiny size of searchable secret key
to resist collusion attack. Besides, the size of the
aggregated searchable secret key is independent of
the number of encrypted records. Table 1 gives the
comparison between our scheme and some other
related studies.

Our construction.
(1) Setup. On inputting security parameter 1λ

and the number of documents n, the setup algo-
rithm prepares the parameters for the system as
follows:

• Choose a bilinear pairing group (G1,G2,GT )
with the same order p and let ġ be a generator of
G1 and g̈ be a generator of G2.

• Randomly select α ∈ Zp and compute

µi, νi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n as µi = ġα
i

, νi = g̈α
i

.
• Pick 4 collision-resistant Hash functions: H2 :

{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}lθ1), H3 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}lm2),
H1, H4 : {0, 1}∗ → Zp.

• Randomly select a ∈ Zp, and set the param-
eters as PP = (µi, νi, h, e(ġ, g̈), H1, H2, H3, H4),
MSK = (a, α, ġ).

(2) Encrypt. Data owners use this algorithm
to encrypt their documents. On inputting each
document message M , keyword w, public parame-
ters PP, master secret key MSK and identity IDi,
data owners encrypt their documents by comput-
ing:

• Randomly select θ ∈ {0, 1}lθ and compute
t = H4(M, θ). For each document, let IDi =
(y1, y2, . . . , yn) be the identity.

• Compute an (n − 1)-degree polynomial
π(x, ID) as π(x, ID) =

∏n

i=1(x+ i)1−yi .
• Compute C1 as C1 = (g̈π(α,ID))t =

(g̈π0
∏n−1

i=1 νπi

i )t.
• Compute C2,i (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n) as C2,i = µt

i

and set C2,0 = C
(a+H1(w))
2,1 .

• Compute e(ġ, g̈)t and C0, C3, C4 as C0 =
e(ġ, g̈)t(a+H1(w)), C3 = H2(e(ġ, g̈)

t) ⊕ θ, C4 =
H3(θ)⊕M .

• Set index ciphertext Iw as (C0, C1, {C2,i (i
= 0, 1, 2, . . . , n)}) and set document ciphertext CT
as ({C2,i (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n)}, C3, C4).

(3) KeyGen. By distributing an aggregated
searchable secret key, the data owner can au-
thorize keyword search right of any subset S ⊆
{ID1, ID2, . . . , IDn} to some query users. On in-
putting master secret key MSK and subset S, the
aggregated key SK is output as follows:

• Let S = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), xi ∈ {0, 1} be the
aggregation string, where xi = 1 if and only if
IDi ∈ S. Compute an (n− |S|)-degree polynomial
π(x, S) as π(x, S) =

∏n

i=1(x+ i)1−xi .
• Randomly select s ∈ Zp and generate the

aggregated key for A as D1 = ġ
as

π(α,S) , D2 =

g̈
a(s−1)

α , D3 = ġ
s

π(α,S) , D4 = g̈
s−1
α .

(4) Trapdoor. For all the documents related
to the aggregated key, the query user generates
a single trapdoor by computing tw = (S, T1 =

D1 ·D
H1(w)
3 , T2 = D2 ·D

H1(w)
4 ), and then submits

1) lθ the length of a random string under system security parameter.
2) lm denotes the length of message.
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the trapdoor to cloud server.
(5) Test. Cloud server can search over the en-

tire encrypted data Iw with the submitted trap-
door tw:

• If the IDi /∈ S, then abort. Otherwise, com-
pute zi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) as zi = xi − yi.

• Compute U1, V1,W1
3) as

U1 = e

(

C2,0,
n−1
∏

i=1

νΦi

i−1

)

= e(ġ, g̈)(tΦ(α)−tΦ0)·(a+H1(w)),

V1 = e

(

n
∏

i=1

C
Φi−1

2,i , T2

)

= e(ġ, g̈)(tsΦ(α)−tΦ(α))·(a+H1(w)),

W1 = e(T1, C1) = e(ġ, g̈)tsΦ(α)·(a+H1(w)).

The algorithm outputs 0 or 1 by judging

(

W1

U1 · V1

)
1

Φ0 ?
= C0.

(6) Decrypt. The decryption algorithm works
as follows:

• Compute zi, i = (1, 2, . . . , n) as zi = xi − yi.
• Compute U2, V2,W2 as

U2 = e

(

C2,1,

n−1
∏

i=1

νΦi

i−1

)

= e(ġ, g̈)(tΦ(α)−tΦ0),

V2 = e

(

n
∏

i=1

C
Φi−1

2,i , D4

)

= e(ġ, g̈)(tsΦ(α)−tΦ(α)),

W2 = e(D3, C1) = e(ġ, g̈)tsΦ(α).

• Compute e(ġ, g̈)t = ( W2

U2·V2
)

1
Φ0 .

• Compute the random number θ by θ =
H2(e(ġ, g̈)

t) ⊕ C3. The algorithm outputs M by
computing

M = H3(θ) ⊕ C4.

We prove our proposed key-aggregation autho-
rized searchable encryption scheme is secure in the
following theorems.

Theorem 1. IND-CPA. The security of our
scheme is based on the hardness of aMSE-DDH
problem: an adversary cannot know any plaintext
information of the encrypted data.

Theorem 2. The keyword-trapdoor indistin-
guishability security of our scheme is based on
the assumption of pseudo-random generator: an
adversary cannot to distinguish the output of
a pseudo-random generator from real random
strings.

Theorem 3. Collusion attack resistant: given
searchable secret key Kagg1 for subset S1 and
searchable secret key Kagg2

for subset S2, a ma-
licious user cannot forge a new valid searchable
secret key Kagg1∧2

.

Theorem 4. Trapdoor forgery attack resistant:
given some trapdoors, a malicious user is unable
to forge a new valid trapdoor.
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